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Executive Summar y

This document describes the results of the project’s final field trials (also called TOSCA-MP
demonstration & test workshop) that were arranged partly at RAI on January 20-21, 2014 and partly at
VRT on January 23-24. There were a total of 23 participants to this workshop. Most participants were
professionals active in a media archives, or were professional researchers in broadcasters R&D
department.
The field trials have been organised on a half-day basis. In each of the two locations three half-day
sessions have been produced.
Each half-day session day was organised as follows. First, the participants received a presentation
explaining the goals of the TOSCA-MP project. The consortium was introduced as well as the objectives
of the project. Next, the four exercises arranged for the trials were presented.
After these general introductions, the participants were asked to try one by one the exercises proposed
in each demonstration station. The four exercises proposed for this field trials were:






Extend the Results of Content Search Exploiting Multilingual Repositories.
Efficient Use of Distributed Workflows for Media Production.
Access and Update Rich Annotations for Archived Assets.
Assisted Production of Sports Events.

The four exercises were built integrating components developed by the project’s partners, making use
of the DRF and MPMF subsystems.
In order to gather user feedback, a comprehensive questionnaire was prepared with different sections
associated to one or more parts of the demonstration. The participants were invited to provide their
feedback on these forms. A detailed analysis of their feedback can be found in Section 3 of this
deliverable.
The general feedback of the participants was quite positive and a lot of feedback has been collected
through the questionnaires. The key functionalities of the developed tools shown in the exercises were
well received, and the usefulness and meaningfulness of the exercises was acknowledged. The
substantive amount of feedback on how to improve the functional aspects of the presented use cases
indicates, on the one hand, that, as they are, the developed technologies are not yet ready to be
employed in real production, but on the other hand shows very high interest from the professional media
production community in their potential usage in current and future scenarios.
As a consequence, the impact of receiving this high quality feedback is also particularly relevant to
instruct the analysis of the possible exploitation of the project results.
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General organisation & schedule

2.1 Schedule
The final field trials were arranged partly at RAI in Turin on January 20-21 and partly at VRT in Brussels
on January 23-24 2014.
The idea was to have three different sessions during half a day each both in Turin and Brussels, with
separate tracks for each of the proposed exercises. Since people were supposed to arrive and leave in
each of the three sessions, a parallel track in every session was also dedicated to the project and field
trials overall presentation.
Tables below show the schedule of the demonstration & test workshop organised in Turin and Brussels.
Schedule – Monday, Jan 20, 2014
Time Topic
13:45

Registration

14:00
14:30

Overview on TOSCA-MP and Field Trials
Hands on Trial of Tosca-MP Results
Experience the four usage scenarios and discuss with the experts!

18:00

End

Schedule – Tuesday, Jan 21, 2014
Time Topic
8:45

Registration

9:00
9:30

Overview on TOSCA-MP and Field Trials
Hands on Trial of Tosca-MP Results
Experience the four usage scenarios and discuss with the experts!

13:00

Lunch

14:00

Overview on TOSCA-MP and Field Trials

14:30

18:00

Hands on Trial of
Tosca-MP Results
Experience the four
usage scenarios and
discuss with the experts!

End
Table 1 - Schedule of the field trials in Turin

Schedule – Thursday, Jan 23, 2014
Time

Topic

8:45

Registration

9:00
9:30

Overview on TOSCA-MP and Field Trials
Hands on Trial of Tosca-MP Results
Experience the four usage scenarios and discuss with the experts!

13:00

Lunch

14:00

Overview on TOSCA-MP and Field Trials

14:30

18:00

Hands on Trial of ToscaMP Results
Experience the four usage
scenarios and discuss
with the experts!

End
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Schedule – Friday, Jan 24, 2014
Time

Topic

8:45

Registration

9:00
9:30

Overview on TOSCA-MP and Field Trials
Hands on Trial of Tosca-MP Results
Experience the four usage scenarios and discuss with the experts!

13:00

End
Table 2 – Schedule of the field trials in Brussels

2.2 Structure
Each half-day session was organised as follows. First, the participants received a presentation
explaining the goals of the TOSCA-MP project. The consortium was introduced as well as the objectives
of the project. Next, the four exercises arranged for the trials were presented.

Figure 1 - Project overview presentation – Turin, January 2014
After this general introduction, the participants were asked to try one by one the exercises proposed in
each demonstration station. The purpose of such organisation was to make users focus on a specific
well defined task, mostly similar to tasks already performed in their daily professional life, but now
implemented using the innovative technologies developed by the project. This was set to gather as
much as possible information about the added value given by the developed technologies in
professionals’ day by day operations rather than getting a generic assessment of individual
components.
Here follows a brief description of each of the four proposed exercises.
The so-called “Extend the Results of Content Search Exploiting Multilingual Repositories”
exercise tackled the issue that nowadays content is made available by lots of different sources often in languages not understood by the users interested in a topic. Speech recognition and
translation technology from TOSCA-MP enables finding content also in other languages than the
user’s native one. This exercise aimed to test some of the tools and components related to the
search functionality of the TOSCA-MP project with a relevant sample of users to assure that a future
mature prototype can be presented to users in realistic settings.
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Figure 2 - Assessment of search user interface – Turin, January 2014
The “Efficient Use of Distributed Workflows for Media Production” exercise dealt with the
problem that when content is gathered locally either by a journalist or a regional office of a
broadcaster, the delay to upload content to central facilities and to process it might deny a timely
usage of the content. By using TOSCA-MP’s distributed repository and processing infrastructure,
metadata extraction results are automatically available for all offices in the network.
The basic goal of this exercise was to provide an insight into the methods for networked distributed
storage of assets and metadata in media production workflows, as developed in TOSCA-MP.

Figure 3 - Assessment of the DRF user interface – Brussels, January 2014
The “Access and Update Rich Annotations for Archived Assets” exercise faced the issue that
annotating content for later search is still a tedious and time consuming task. TOSCA-MP provides
tools for automatic generation of metadata and efficient applications for review and correction of
those information. As a result, metadata ready for use for indexing and search purposes could be
efficiently produced. This exercise aimed to test TOSCA-MP generic analysis workflow, thus
performing content analysis tools in the network and letting users view the results of the analysis
and manually update annotations, besides checking indexed item in the search system.
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Figure 4 - Assessment of the generic analysis workflow – Turin, January 2014
The “Assisted Production of Sports Events” exercise dealt with the task of assembling
summaries with highlights of sports events which is a very frequent task for sport journalists. The
automatic detection of important events in soccer games developed by TOSCA-MP makes this
process highly efficient. This exercise was proposed exactly to test TOSCA-MP software tools that
specifically perform automatic content analysis on broadcast soccer content.

Figure 5 - Assessment of the Soccer Video player user interface – Turin, January 2014
A questionnaire was set up with different sections accompanying one or more parts of the trial. The
participants were invited to provide their feedback on these forms. A detailed analysis of their feedback
can be found in Section 3 of this deliverable.
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Figure 6 - Filling questionnaires

2.3 Participants
There were a total of 23 participants in the workshop, not counting the people directly involved in the
project. The participants came from 4 different countries: Belgium, Germany, Italy, Netherlands.
All participants were employees of a broadcasting organisation. The list below shows their function
within their respective company:


Archive department: 9 participants



Research & development department: 7 participants



Technological department: 5 participants



Production department: 2 participants
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Questionnaires and results

In this section we present the questionnaire and the results.
The questionnaire was composed of different sections which could be related to a single exercise or to
more than one exercise according to features shared among them.

3.1 Section regarding the C&C UI (Exercises 2 & 3)
The participants were provided with a brief script describing exercises 2 and 3. These descriptions can
be found respectively in Appendix 2 and in Appendix 3.
While executing the script, several questions were posed.
CC1: Is it useful to have repository status, and management/monitoring of analysis tasks in a
common user interface (Control & Configuration UI)?
0: very useless, 5: very useful
Average score: 3,66

Standard Deviation: 1,02

CC3: Is basic content search sufficient for selecting content to be analysed or should it be
linked with a full-featured search tool?
 It is sufficient as is
35%
 A full-featured search tool is necessary
39%
 Some more functionality is needed (please explain)
26%
Explanations given by those requiring some more functionalities:







During ingestion some basic descriptive metadata should be given. The search tool should then
use this metadata e.g. program title
Music recogniser
I would like to have the choice, depending on my search
Depends on the use scenario
Search on date, kind of images (sports, news), work with theasauri or ontologies is needed
In an ideal world I would like to be able to select fields that are in the CC tool. Title, type,
duration, format, ID, source look like the minimal ones to me. In our case, tenant (which
identifies our customer) is also relevant (or department of an org.)

CC4: Is the functionality for monitoring analysis progress sufficient?
 It is sufficient as is
86%
 Some more functionality is needed (please explain)
14%
Explanations given by those requiring some more functionalities:





Some indication of the duration of each task would be useful
It would be very interesting if an interface could mention the estimated time that is needed for
the analysis and processing to be finished. It would make it easier for the archivist to schedule
his work. Some way or another it could also ‘teach’ the archivist the strengths and weaknesses
of an analysis tool. If an item is for example already catalogued as ‘phone-call’, and the archivist
designs a workflow including ASR, it could warn the archivist that ASR will most likely not give
good results
It is ok and usable as it is, but an overview of all ongoing operations with simple status would be
great

© TOSCA-MP consortium: all rights reserved
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CC5: Which other information should be displayed in the Control & Configuration UI?




It should be fully integrated with the semantic search tool
In process start and process monitoring some screenshots of clip and information of actions
that we can play. For a more easy utilisation of it
An Image of beginning (and ending) of the clip

3.2 Section regarding the AVDP viewer result visualisation (Exercise
2 & 3)
The participants were provided with a brief script describing exercises 2 and 3. These descriptions can
be found respectively in Appendix 2 and in Appendix 3.
While executing the script, several questions were posed.
AVDP1: Is the AVDP user interface sufficient to fulfil a verification task of analysis results?
0: very insufficient, 5: perfectly sufficient
Average score: 3,30
Standard Deviation: 0,97
AVDP2: If you are involved in annotation/quality control in your organization: how much time
would an operator have to perform the task?











Strongly depend on the content and kind of program. For news a 1' clip needs 5'÷10'
Every time the operator decide to perform the task for an efficient result of work
5 minutes
None. Should be very low effort
Depends on benefit he would get by not being needed for annotation
The time it takes to annotate an item varies widely, depending on many factors such as the
duration of the item, the required granularity of annotation (which itself is dependent in many
archives on the genre), the knowledge and skill of the archivist, the availability of other sources
of metadata etc. Fastest standard at VRT is a very basic annotation including no
viewing/listening but using only readily and digitally available metadata. This happens within ca.
¼ of the length of the clip. For highly specialized and very short clips (higher overhead time!) it
can easily go up to 20x the clip duration. Automatic analysis tools could bring the human time
invested far lower, even including quality control of the analysis and corrections on the results
The more we can limit the time spent, the better. E.g. real-time divided by some number. But
this is very dependent of the task itself, the ‘importance’ of the asset in question and other
factors
Full annotation of a news item (+/- 2') would take +/- 10'
2 min not more. But we as [unreadable - mining?] draw samples to see if mining systems work
well. This can take 1h for 1 document

AVDP3: Which other content analysis and/or quality detection results should be presented in
this interface?









Keywords as places, associations, famous people
More information about the content. For news: night/day, winter/summer
The semantic part, for the disambiguation of terms
Specific audio content analysis & q. Detection
Face detection, audio clustering…
Quality of the audio
Sound wave form
Audio - spoken word / music / ambiance

© TOSCA-MP consortium: all rights reserved
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word cloud of detected entities. -maybe a timeline visualisation of the speaker diarization -> this
gives a quicker overview than the visualisation with the different colours now
Program segmentation (e.g. jingles, anchor/reports etc)
Scene/shot boundary detection, speech / music classification
Aggregated time-based output from different commercial grade solutions sounds great
All graphic information displayed during e.g. a news item
Speech/No Speech (for example music)

AVDP4: What do you like most about this user interface?



















Results are showed in a very clear manner
Face people annotation
Language recognition and translation
For 3 the Multilanguage
The workflow monitor
Possibility by an operator to annotate concepts in a video clip
Annotation of relevant people into the movie
Transcriptions; The visual presentation; Sync between frames/video clip/text
It works in a browser with HTML5
The fact that it is capable of detect different speakers. +translation
Overview. Colours of [..]oices
Very good overview
The global overview you get
Looks good, gives impression about poss.
Simplicity
The fact that it is understandable and rather intuitive for non-specialists
It’s HTML
The speed with which it gives a general idea of the content. This could be a plus when used for
selection

AVDP5: What needs to be improved in this user interface?














The display of the transcription
Probably a rules based filtering
More information to make more simply the actions an operator can to do on a video clip
User interface: usability enhancements
Give it a better appealing
Accuracy of face recogniser
Audio - spoken word / music / ambiance
The browsing in the video. Maybe it is better to select the area where you want to zoom
(instead of the slide bar now)
Illustrates available annotations nicely
Analysis time, speed!
UI in general is perhaps a bit basic. You could consider hiding elements for operators that are
purely checking content on technical QA level for instance. The more actionable the interface is,
the better. It should translate reports into easy to use actions/decisions from operators
The transcription part
A special Audio mining-Search is needed. For me the Playence-Search is more for general
search over all the repositories

AVDP6: Is the user interface visually appealing to you?
0: very unappealing, 5: very appealing
Average score: 3,26
Standard Deviation: 0,75
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AVDP7: Would you like to use such a tool to perform result verification?



Yes
No

91%
9%

3.3 Section regarding the Search Task and the Networked Search
Engine (Exercises 1 & 3)
The participants were provided with a brief script describing exercises 1 and 3. These descriptions can
be found respectively in Appendix 1 and in Appendix 3.
While executing the script, several questions were posed.
SE1: Is the search functionality relevant to your organization?
0: not relevant, 5: extremely relevant
Average score: 4,13
Standard Deviation: 0,92
SE2: Which techniques are used in the search tools of your organization (e.g. full-text search,
faceted search, taxonomy-based, fully manual annotation, ontologies…)?




















Full text (2x)
Full-text - manual annotation - program metadata
Full-text search - manual annotation (2x)
Mainly text based
Taxonomy-based, ontologies and relationship between concepts
Full-text search, taxonomy techniques
Full text, faceted search, fully manual annotation
{-ontologies (thesaurus). - full-text search.}--> these are all applied in our new Music Archive
annotation system. - taxonomy based
No ontologies, no face search. Yes fully manual annotation
Full text search. Thesauri, full manual annotation
Manual annotation / internet db
Fully manual annotation. Taxonomy (2x)
All except ontologies/tax
{- full-text. - faceted. - taxonomy-based. - structured (ontologies).}--> based on manual
annotation
Full text search, manual annotation. - thesaurus. -I-news & press info (selection!). -search on
dates. -search on tape ID's (bandnummer)
At VIAA we don’t have a search tool in production yet, but I’ll answer from my experience at
VRT: full text and thesaurus based
Full-text, facetted, keyword search
Fully manual annotation and a full text search only on the descriptive field of the annotation
itself
Different Search-Fields, not one-slot-search-all for experts

SE3: Is the search process relevant for performing your daily tasks (e.g. annotation, edition…)?
0: not relevant, 5: extremely relevant
Average score: 2,95
Standard Deviation: 1,73
SE4 (Related to SE2): In which of your tasks the search process is specially relevant?



Image retrieval
News bulletin preparation
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Analysis of social media video on youtube
Ontology
Looking for existing data to link it to the new data. Also to copy the entire item metadata (f.e.
Beethoven's 5th symphony)
Check/adjust metadata content
I only use it to select some material to use in research /to test algorithms on. So I'm not the
person who's searching for a specific media fragment
Quality control. - Thesaurus management. - Training researchers. – Media management:
blocking essence that should not be broadcasted in the future
It can be very relevant for archivists doing occasional research for a customer of the archive,
maybe somewhat less for administering the archive. What a researcher in particular will like is
the fact that it offers serendipity and knowledge that an archivist wouldn’t even think of
To open the archive to people from production
Almost everywhere. For operators that are annotating or checking stuff. For process engineers
but also for interaction projects where we push content to end-user (~VOD)
For searching in the not yet fully annotated material

SE5: Is the Networked Media Search engine and its user interface appropriate for performing
daily tasks in your organisation?
0: not appropriate, 5: extremely appropriate
Average score: 3,45
Standard Deviation: 0,91
SE6 (Related to SE5): If not, why not?





Technical infrastructure still too weak to support the approach
You have to click (and wait…) on every item to see more detail/metadata
In a way it is, but usually it is part of an existing solution (MAM system or other tool)
We need more help-functions for unexperienced users. Kind of guided search, drill-down,
ontologies etc.

SE7: What might be the importance of a Networked Media Search engine in your current search
tasks?
0: not important, 5: very important
Average score: 3,36
Standard Deviation: 1,25
SE8: How would the use of a Networked Media Search engine effect the results according to
your queries?
0: on average less precise, 5: on average much precise
Average score: 3,15
Standard Deviation: 1,14
SE9: What might be the effect of a Networked Media Search engine on the speed of obtaining a
valid media asset to your needs by refining your queries?
0: on average slower, 5: on average much faster
Average score: 3,27
Standard Deviation: 1,24
SE10: What is the effect of the use an underlying browseable domain knowledge (ontologies) on
your search processes?
0: on average much less precise, 5: on average much more precise
Average score: 3,67
Standard Deviation: 0,97
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SE11: Please rate the Networked Media Search engine according to whether or not it responds
to your expectations.
0: not responding at all, 5: absolutely responding
Average score: 3,41
Standard Deviation: 1,10
SE12 (Related to SE11): Please add your considerations with regards to the previous question.














Combining semantic extracted data is an important feature
The NMS responds to my search process more efficiently. Very interesting!!!
Ontologies should be included in media search systems, as they provide higher level
information to the user
Easy to use, immediate useful results, clear semantics, visually interesting
Our present system is out-dated
Good ideas, but the result page could be better. There should be a quicker way to see/find your
query in the result video's (now you have to click on every item individually)
Aid user in search can be improved. Translation could be more functional
Multiple result representations would have been nice
The risk of false results worries me. Positive point is that this system can make it possible to do
a 'basic annotation' on less important news items (accidents, short items about floods
abroad,…)
The answer depends on one’s expectations of course. In general I find the results very
promising. The features can be certainly of great value to almost any audiovisual archive. Of
course to go from here to an integration in an architecture and a suitable interface in a working
MAM-system is a next step
I was impressed with the results, having learned that all was done fully automatic. For a
general/orientating search it was very convincing
We have all kinds of topics and big data content. The example with the marriage of Kate and
William is too small to tell if it works. There should be more entities than person. Freebase and
DBpedia is not enough. Geonames etc. needed

SE13: Would you convince your management to deploy similar search tools into your
organisation?
0: Not at all, 5: I would argue to realize it
Average score: 3,35
Standard Deviation: 1,27
SE14 (Related to SE13): Please add your considerations with regards to the previous question.












For news we don't need such sophisticated functionalities
These type of tools are very important for the whole production, post-production and also
marketing process
This tools would be more appreciated for my work in social media analysis
However, the audio only part should be expanded
Ontology based search could improve a lot the effectiveness of the search process that now is
basically done with full-text search
Works faster and more accurate than the existing search systems we have
It will depend on our budget
To convince the management we need a product where support (in case of problems) is
guaranteed
Significant is user acceptance. I think improvement is needed
The risk of false results worries me. Positive point is that this system can make it possible to do
a 'basic annotation' on less important news items (accidents, short items about floods
abroad,…)
Yes. Now that we have the opportunity at VIAA, there’s not the slightest doubt about that
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Not at this moment. We are currently focussing on content analysis. (Semantic) search is
promising but not directly needed right now
All material that stays without any form of annotation because there is no time or no personnel
to do it, could be annotated in this way. A great plus
We have all kinds of topics and big data content. The example with the marriage of Kate and
William is too small to tell if it works. There should be more entities than person. Freebase and
DBpedia is not enough. Geonames etc. needed

3.4 Section regarding the Exploratory-based approach (Exercise 1)
The participants were provided with a brief script describing exercise 1. It can be found in Appendix 1.
While executing the script, several questions were posed.
EA1: Do you find the user interface of the Networked Media Search engine easy to use?
0: not easy to use, 5: extremely easy to use
Average score: 3,57
Standard Deviation: 0,93
EA2: Do you find the functionality in the Ontology Relationship Viewer to refine the query
useful?
0: not useful at all, 5: extremely useful
Average score: 3,81
Standard Deviation: 0,87
EA3: Do you find the functionality in the Ontology Relationship Viewer to refine the query easy
to use?
0: not easy to use, 5: extremely easy to use
Average score: 3,76
Standard Deviation: 0,62
EA4: Do you find the functionality in the Ontology Browser to refine the query useful?
0: not useful at all, 5: extremely useful
Average score: 3,85
Standard Deviation: 0,81
EA5: Do you find the functionality in the Ontology Browser to refine the query easy to use?
0: not easy to use, 5: extremely easy to use
Average score: 3,70
Standard Deviation: 0,66
EA6: Do you miss any visual approach that would improve the refinement process?







I would work on the UI usability, improving the human-machine interface
Difference between concept and instance (maybe use colour difference in ontology viewer),
when searching for one of these, isn't clear. (concept is expanded & expanded results are also
shown <--> not with instances). If you add something to query (with ontology viewer) instances
are not shown in "found terms"
I don’t remember exactly… was a search functionality on ‘broadcast date’ available, or a way to
search for interviewees only?
Perhaps a classification of the relationships?
Auto-Suggest fuzzy

EA7: Would you convince your management to deploy similar search refinement visual
approaches into your organisation’s search tools?
0: Not at all, 5: I would argue to realize it
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Average score: 3,45

Standard Deviation: 1,28

3.5 Section regarding the Multilingual approach and Translation
(Exercise 1)
The participants were provided with a brief script describing exercise 1. It can be found in Appendix 1.
While executing the script, several questions were posed.
MAT1: Is the multilingual approach useful for accomplishing your task?
0: no useful, 5: very useful
Average score: 2,86

Standard Deviation: 1,58

MAT2: If not, why?









We document and search Italian material only
Normal employees do not know/use foreign languages
Music Archives… different approach
My job only concern Dutch-spoken material
Music department
I would not be interested in translated subtitles, instead useful search feature (Merkel + Kate)
Only in a limited amount of cases
Not so much because distributed search in multilingual databases is not something I do very
often. But I guess for example EUscreenXL will be very interested ;)

MAT3: Is the translation displayed in form of subtitles useful for accomplishing your task?
0: no useful, 5: very useful
Average score: 3,52

Standard Deviation: 1,57

MAT4: If not, why?





We document and search Italian material only
Too low precision
Only audio
Too much info, too slow

MAT5: Is the translation displayed in form of subtitles sufficient for a rough understanding of the
main content of the retrieved videos?
0: very insufficient, 5: perfectly sufficient
Average score: 4,00

Standard Deviation: 1,09

MAT6: If not, why?



Too low precision
I would need to test for a real feel of the tool, but it looks like it’s very promising
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3.6 Section Regarding the DRF (Exercise 2)
The participants were provided with a brief script describing exercise 2. It can be found in Appendix 2.
While executing the script, several questions were posed.
DRF1: Is the general DRF architecture useful for distributed media production workflows?










Yes (9x)
It's useful for performance and for data security for a company displaced on the country as RAI
Italian television
I think that DRF is an excellent architecture for distributed media production workflows. It
reduces distances between different operator and media organisation
Yes of course. I don't need to download the entire movie, for example
It's a useful step in the direction of abstracting content access
Yes, because it makes it unnecessary to make copies
Can be useful indeed
For some companies (large ones, multinationals) I guess it is. But I’m not working for any of
those, so a little hard to say
Yes, it was the possibility of ending the eternal arguments between production and archive
about who was to provide metadata

DRF2: Do you see any advantages or disadvantages in compared to central data cloud based
repositories?










An important advantage of central data cloud based repositories is the sharing of data and
information. The simple research of data and information is another advantage too
Advantages: 1) the infrastructure can be made perhaps more resilient to errors 2) distributed
infrastructure can be easily scaled up
Yes, because it makes it unnecessary to make copies (2x)
-(+) security & copyright issue can be handled more easily. -(+) you don't have to upload a file
every time it changes. -(-) Maybe rather a question: can the system handle a lot of content in a
lot of different repositories?
Advantage: independence. Disadvantage: network complexity
Delays when content has to be moved, could be solved by following a more P2P-based
approach
The fact that there’s a smaller chance on versioning issues of the metadata
I would be interested in the effect on cost
As for as: have understood the big advantage would be the end of losing metadata while
progressing through a production process and having to return to previous steps in order to get
them. This would mean a big gain of time

DRF3: Do you know applications in which the architecture has major advantages or
disadvantages?







No (2x)
Certainly slower and less functional. This looks more efficient
Typical contexts in which a distributed repository could be interesting, such as EBU
collaboration projects (e.g. the Eurovision Song Contest archive project)
To me it seems very useful for large organisations or organisations that are spread over the
planet
The application of it in the production process of programmes for VRT (internal and external)
No, but the question is: How it will work in detail to integrate systems like Avid, Quantel,
OpenMedia, FESAD etc.
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3.7 Section regarding the interactive Annotation (Exercise 3)
The participants were provided with a brief script describing exercise 3. It can be found in Appendix 3.
While executing the script, several questions were posed.
A1: Is the annotation user interface sufficient to you for a content annotation task results?
0: very insufficient, 5: perfectly sufficient
Average score: 3,15
Standard Deviation: 1,14
A2: Which other annotation functionalities should be included in this interface?











Keywords, place, famous people
The disambiguation of terms
Audio only part, for radio networks guys
Annotate audiovisual defects and any other metadata on a freely definable time segments
Highlighting possibilities
Flexible metadata settings
No verification possibility at the moment in the result view. (ASR, QC,…) - Maybe a timeline
visualisation of the speaker diarization [drawing]. - Word cloud of found entities. - Clustering of
faces will take a lot of time with not so many gain -> use case isn't that clear
Not efficient as it looks now
Face recognition
Graphic detection?

A3: What do you like most about this user interface?















It's simple (2x)
The part of face recognition
Good enough
The video indexing
The "results interface" of the analysis process
Automatic annotation extraction, and the possibility to manually tune and refine them
Ability to create shot clusters with drag & drop
The translation
The possibility
Annotation and picture true line in one view
The overview of all the annotation views
Good overview
The quick way you get an idea/impression of the content
It works by choosing not typing

A4: What needs to be improved in this user interface?








Time code readability
The integration with the semantic extracted part
Help information user to make more simple the activity of operator
An idea: clustering could also be analysed and suggested (cluster recommender, a kind)
Browsing in the video. Now the zooming isn't ideal. Maybe better if you could select an area in
the timeline? - In the case of the face clustering: adding the found NER-instances. So you can
link them to a face
Efficiency. There is no time for annotation, should be really quick and easy!
Face recognition (Database with names)
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The way in which the search to text was represented. A more direct connection to the footage
with e.g. key frames would be a plus

A5: Is the user interface visually appealing?
0: very unappealing, 5: very appealing
Average score: 3,14

Standard Deviation: 0,73

A6: Would you like to use such a tool to perform content annotation?



Yes
No

90%
10%

3.8 Section regarding the creation of summary for sport events
(Exercise 4)
The participants were provided with a brief script describing exercise 4. It can be found in Appendix 4.
While executing the script, several questions were posed.
SS1: Is the creation and/or usage of metadata for football matches relevant for your
organization?
0: very relevant, 5: not relevant
Average score: 3,19

Standard Deviation: 1,83

SS2: Is the creation of summaries for football matches relevant for you?
0: very relevant, 5: not relevant
Average score: 2,73

Standard Deviation: 1,58

SS3: Is the creation of summaries for football matches relevant for your organization?
0: very relevant, 5: not relevant
Average score: 2,82

Standard Deviation: 1,65

SS5: Do you use automatic analysis software for sports content within your organization?




Yes
No
Don’t know

9%
77%
14%

SS6 (Related to SS5): If yes, what kind of metadata does the software generate?



Statistic of player and actions in a match. I refer to "Raisport" broadcaster
So called "Logger-Data": Nearly every event in a Football-match

3.9 Section regarding the Soccer Video Player (Exercise 4)
The participants were provided with a brief script describing exercise 4. It can be found in Appendix 4.
While executing the script, several questions were posed.
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SVP1: Is it easy to understand how to use the tool for navigating within a soccer match?
0: very difficult, 5: very easy
Average score: 4,09

Standard Deviation: 0,68

SVP2: Was the video browser tool helpful in finding goal events?
0: not helpful, 5: very helpful
Average score: 3,95

Standard Deviation: 0,84

SVP3: What type of events / highlights are useful with the current level of accuracy in the tool?
Multiple choice selection allowed:




Goal
45% (17x)
Goal attempts 37% (14x)
Corner
18% (7x)

SVP4: What type of events / highlights would be useful if accuracy would be improved?
Multiple choice selection allowed:




Goal
40% (16x)
Goal attempts 35% (14x)
Corner
25% (10x)

SVP5: What other type of events / scenes / metadata (currently not available in the tool) would
you like to have in such a tool?


















Footplayer face recognition
Off side, Trainer close-up, Red card, Yellow card and any kind of statistic about the match
A camera that see the ball for all time of the match
The director's actions
Automatic player tracking (for a specific player we choose) - Association with external sources
of information, to create a context for the game, player, stadium…
Who made the goals… Other statistics
Good recognition of the players
Cards. Offside
Injuries, replacements, yellow-red cards…
Filters to only show specific events f.e. only goals - Filters to only show sequence of events.
Multimodal analysis f.e. also use audio information to detect highlights. Tracking of specific
player - Simple editing to quickly select parts of the game to f.e. make a summary
Red/yellow card
Red/yellow cards. - Injuries (sometimes in replay) - Close-ups were in (not mentioned here) and
very useful
Not sure; other typical highlights of a sports match, e.g. red cards
Automatically editing of the highlights
Identifying the player that scored the goal. Identifying faults (red and yellow cards)
A way to select events/scenes of the same type. For example: all close-ups of a certain duration
Free-kick, Penalty, Foul, Close-up etc

SVP6: Would you convince your management to deploy similar automatic analysis software
tools into your organization?
0: Not at all, 5: I would argue to realize it
Average score: 3,32
Standard Deviation: 1,20
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SVP7 (Related to SVP6): Please add your considerations with regards to the previous question.














I think a "real time" processing (or almost) should be better provided
It could be useful to optimize the search of important scene inside the whole video
Audio part should be included - UI should be revised and enhanced
It would definitely help for annotation and diminish the workload
Not a big thing at nisv
Execution speed is still a problem
This tool could make sports archiving go faster - Less chances of forgetting important images Face recognition could help, tracking players during the entire match is useful (& expensive)
The level of accuracy for detecting goals comes already very close to what would be useful in a
production context. Nevertheless goal detection is a very high tech way for reaching what could
also be reached simply by improving the capturing of production metadata during the match
(e.g. if the journalist’s notes would be directly available for the editor or the archivist). With older
archive footage for example this documentation is (almost) never available. Therefore it would
be nice to see if such a tool works also with archival footage of a lower quality
Football matches are to be edited quickly, so there is little time. The analysis time take too
much time
If I worked for an organization that deals with this content I certainly would look into this kind of
technology quite seriously
A lot of time is lost now in searching for the exact time on which an event takes place in a file.
This would be reduced considerably
Depends on the accuracy

3.10 Section with final questions
A brief final section containing some general questions about how the field trials experience was
organised and conducted by TOSCA-MP partners was also added to end the questionnaire.
Please rate the following aspects of the event
0 (very bad) to 5 (very good):





Introductory session;
o Average score: 3,85

Standard Deviation: 0,99

Break-out tool testing;
o Average score: 3,73

Standard Deviation: 0,83

Interactive discussions;
o Average score: 3,90

Standard Deviation: 0,70

Questionnaires.
o Average score: 2,91

Standard Deviation: 0,97

Do you have any other comments regarding this field trial session?






In my opinion, more time is necessary to the candidate in order to better evaluate the tools
Not all the people that attend such a trial are familiar with the vocabulary that's used in both the
introduction and the questionnaires. More simple language would be appreciated
I found the questionnaire too difficult. It would help if you provided screenshots (cfr. exercises).
We were not able to do all the exercises
The questions were not always clear enough and supposed to much background
You didn't really had the possibility to use the tool yourself. Particularly in the search engine this
could have been useful. Maybe because there was only one instance of the search engine and
not a lot of time for the amount of people. Overall, nice to see the results!
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You should present and / or publish the results for the AV-archival community. Think about
IASA or FIAT/IFTA conferences or their publications. Keep up the good work!
It was very interesting and complete. More projects should do this. Thanks!
A way to fill in all questions during the testing itself would be handy
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Conclusions

In this deliverable, we have presented the results of the TOSCA-MP test and demonstration workshop
that has been held partly at RAI on January 20-21 and partly at VRT on January 23-24 2014. 23
participants have tested several of the TOSCA-MP components in the context of 4 integrated exercises
and discussed on several aspects of the project. Valuable feedback of the participants has been
received.
The general feedback of the participants was quite positive and a lot of detailed feedback was gathered
through the questionnaires. Introductory sessions, break-out testing sessions and interactive
discussions, i.e. the core of the field trials, were all assessed with high scores.
From an analysis of the results of the questionnaires, several conclusions can be made.
Firstly, users considered the exercises generally relevant, i.e. they were mostly representing their typical
day-by-day operations (see e.g., question CC1, AVDP4, SE5, SE7, EA1, SVP6). This has to be seen as
a positive feedback to the general organisation of the workshop and to the choice of having focussed
exercises instead of individual tools demonstrations.
Many of the delivered comments were quite positively considering the key functionalities of the
proposed tools and technologies. At the same time a lot of improvements have been suggested both
from the functional and non-functional point of view.
Although this effect was largely foreseen as all the presented components were prototypical
developments, at the same time this signifies to us that the presented technologies and the context
(exercises) in which they were integrated solicited great interest by the professional users for their
potential employment in real production. As an example, the C&C UI, the AVDP viewer, the DRF
annotation interface and the sport video player have been assessed as very useful tools in their current
development status (see question AVDP7, CC4, A6, SVP1), although a lot of useful comments about
how to improve and further integrate their functionalities were generally provided.
Users assessed the search interfaces and exploratory-based approach as quite useful tools in current
workflows, and considered the employment of them as adding value in terms of providing more precise
results to the queries. Particularly, the exploratory based approach was assessed as very useful to
refine results and very easy to use (questions EA4 and EA5).
Concerning the multilingual aspect, although many comments were pointing at the fact that multilingual
repositories are not currently in the scope of the work of the users and that the current performance has
to be improved, the general feedback to the utility of translated content was quite positive (see question
MAT3, MAT5).
Concerning the usage of automatic analysis in sports production, the general feedback was that
although the users weren’t aware of current or planned applications in their own organisations, the
Soccer video player was considered, in perspective, a very useful tool (see question SVP1, SVP2).
Again, a lot of feedback in terms of additional functional features was provided by testers.
In particular, these two elements show how the technologies developed by the project address future
scenarios that are not currently addressed in established media production, but that are considered
strategic.
Feedback on the DRF was in general very positive, pointing out the advantages brought by the
distributed architecture in current media production workflows especially in terms of data management
efficiency.
As a general and final conclusion from the experience of how the field trials proceeded, we can state
that the overall feedback was good, the key functionalities of the developed tools shown in the exercises
were well received, and the usefulness and meaningfulness of the exercises was acknowledged. The
substantive amount of feedback on how to improve the functional aspects of the presented use cases
indicates, on the one hand, that, as they are, the developed technologies are not yet ready to be
employed in real production, but on the other hand shows very high interest from the professional media
production community in their potential usage in current and future scenarios.
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Glossar y

Terms used within the TOSCA-MP project, sorted alphabetically.
Components used in the exercises
Automatic Predictive Search
It supports users while typing a query by suggesting terms
that are relevant to the domain model
Ontology Relationship Viewer
A graphical tool that combines a graph-based approach
with the use of domain ontologies where users can apply
logical constraints in the query
Ontology Browser
A graphical representation of the domain ontology relating
the different concepts and instances
Distributed Repository Framework (DRF)
A subsystem of the TOSCA-MP system responsible for
storing assets and metadata in a distributed way
Control & Config UI
A web-based user interface for starting automatic analysis
tasks, monitoring the system status and specific
applications for results viewing and annotation
Metadata Production and Management Framework (MPMF)
A subsystem of the TOSCA-MP system
responsible for running, monitoring and managing the
automated information extraction processes
Audiovisual Description Profile (AVDP)
An ISO Standard aimed at representing and storing
information mostly extracted from the automated analysis
of audiovisual content
AVDP Viewer
A graphical user interface presenting the information
represented in an AVDP file

Partner Acronyms
DTO
Technicolor, DE
EBU

European Broadcasting Union, CH

FBK

Fondazione Bruno Kessler, FBK

HHI

Heinrich Hertz Institut, Fraunhofer Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Angewandten
Forschung e.V., DE

IRT

Institut für Rundfunktechnik GmbH, DE

K.U.Leuven

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, BE

JRS

JOANNEUM RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft mbH, AT

PLY

Playence Spain S.L., ES

RAI

Radiotelevisione Italiana S.p.a., IT

VRT

De Vlaamse Radio en Televisieomroeporganisatie NV, BE
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Appendix 1

6.1 Exercise 1 - Extend the Results of Content Search Exploiting
Multilingual Repositories
The aim of this exercise is to test some of the tools and components related to the search functionality
of the TOSCA-MP project with a relevant sample of users to assure that a future mature prototype can
be presented to users in realistic settings.
The main objective is three-fold: firstly, the exercise will assess to which extent general functionalities
and requirements are met when retrieving media assets; secondly, the exercise will focus on how
ontologies and visualization techniques can help understand the domain at hand; thirdly, the exercise
will focus on the fact that distributed repositories can contain media assets in multiple languages but
referring to the same entities and events,
For this exercise, a search system has been set up with media assets in different languages and
providers about the British Royal Wedding (April 2011). The system is designed to shield users from the
complexity and heterogeneity of the underlying media assets and repositories. It combines techniques
to deal with media asset in different languages and to automatically discover relationships in media
assets, and visual tools to browse the content in an exploratory manner. The approach helps circumvent
the limitations of traditional keyword-based search engines.
Imagine you want to search for videos material related to the topic Royal Wedding by searching
multilingual repositories (Italian, German, and Dutch). For that purpose, you can use the exploratorybased search user interface provided by the project. Figure 7 shows how the user interface looks like:

Figure 7 – Exploratory-based User Interface for Search
The user interface is divided into four main regions for (1) querying the system, (2) displaying results,
(3) applying filters, and (4) setting advanced restrictions to the search. Users can use the query field to
find assets related to the domain. When queried, the system retrieves results that match the query,
displays them in the results area and provides some related filtering information on the left. It also
shows different visualization tools on the left-hand panel. In the added filters section, different filters
added to the query will be visible. To clean the query and filters it is necessary to click on the X located
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at the end of the query box (Clear all and start from the beginning). Otherwise, every existing filter will
be applied to the current query. To perform a query the text must be written into the Query Box. The
automatic Predictive Search, helping the user to complete the query suggesting terms that are relevant
to the domain knowledge assists the user while typing.
A detailed description of the actions you will be able to test during this exercise is provided in the
following paragraphs.
ACTION (1) FOR USERS: Try a simple query, for example, “Kate Middleton”. Figure 8 depicts the
search results for that a query.

Figure 8 – Search results
For each media asset in the list of results, users can find more information (e.g. duration or annotated
concepts) or the time frames in which the terms of the query were found. It is worth noticing that all
those entities are automatically annotated combining different feature extraction services (e.g. automatic
speech recognition plus semantic-based textual annotation). Figure 9 shows an example of expanded
information for a media asset.
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Figure 9 – Expanded Information for a media asset in the result list
ACTION (2) FOR USERS: Find information about the keyframes where the query “kate middleton” is
found in media asset with title “1210110430615921021.mxf”. Figure 10 shows the results of this action
for the found terms (“kate”, “middleton”, and “kate middleton”, which is identified as an entity of the
domain ontology).
ACTION (3) FOR USERS: Visualize the first time (you can go directly to the appropriate timecode)
where the entity “kate middleton” is found in media asset with title “1210110430615921021.mxf”. Figure
11 shows the results of this action: by clicking on the 00:29 label of the Found Term section the user
can directly visualize the corresponding part. Other found terms related to your query are on the position
slider. On the right hand-side of the screen, other videos with similar content are recommended.

Figure 10 – Found terms for a media asset in the result list
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Figure 11 - Playing a media asset with found terms
As a tool to support exploratory search, the Ontology Relationship Viewer combines a graph-based
approach with the use of domain ontologies where users can apply logical constraints in the query.
Once users query the system, the Relationship Viewer is displayed on the left showing concepts and
instances from the domain ontology. First, in yellow, it shows those concepts that have been identified
in the user query as being part of the domain (there is a concept or an instance from the information
map matching it). Linked to them, there are other concepts and instances, found among the set of
results, which are related to the main concept. These concepts and instances can be added to the
search, removed from the results or make them optional.
ACTION (4) FOR USERS: Apply an operator to the query such that Elton John is part of the query
(select the Elton John entity and click on the right button). The selected instances or concepts will
appear in the Added filters section as the example shown in Figure 12 and filtering the list of result.

Figure 12 – Search results applying operators to the query
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In many occasions, users are not fully aware of the domain model and thus do not know what is feasible
to obtain from the system. In those occasions, users might benefit from exploring the underlying
knowledge model with the corresponding support. For these occasions, users can select the “Browse”
option from the right top corner of the main screen, in order to navigate through the domain knowledge
and select pieces of it.
ACTION (5) FOR USERS: Using the Ontology Browser includes “Prince Charles” as entity in the query.
When adding an instance to the query (“Must be in results”), the application will show it in green in the
“Selected entities” panel at the bottom (Figure 13).

Figure 13 - Ontology Browser with „Prince Charles“ selected as entity to be included in the query

Given the query “Kate Middleton”, the systems is able to retrieve media assets in different languages.
However, “Kate Middleton” is a language-independent query (e.g. journalists from different countries
refer to “Kate Middleton” in the same way). The system is also capable of retrieving media assets in
different languages when the system is queried in one of the available languages. The following
proposed action queries the system in English and the system retrieves media assets in different
languages.
ACTION (6) FOR USERS: Query the system to find all the media assets with politicians (query term “politician”). Figure 14 depicts the search results for that query (in English) where media assets in
languages (Dutch, Italian) different to the language of the query are given.
For dealing with different languages, the system provides different natural language processing
pipelines (e.g. tokenizer, lemmatizers, grammars) in combination with semantic ontologies.
ACTION (7) FOR USERS: Expand the terms found for media assets in different languages. For
example: 1) expand the found terms tab for the media asset “1210110503632012221.mxf“ and verify
that the term „politiek“ in Dutch is found; 2) expand the found terms tab for the media asset
“ANTS_1202585729.92.asf“ and verify that the term „politico“ in Italian is found. Figure 15 shows the
results of this action.
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Figure 14 – Retrieval of media assets in different languages given a query in English

Figure 15 - Details of the retrieval of media assets in different languages given a query in English
The system runs a number of natural language processing pipelines to analyse and determine entities
and actions within the media assets and how they are related based on a number of general-purpose
and domain ontologies to enrich the query at hand and improve the accuracy and recall of the results.
For any query, the system tries to identify concepts and instances available in the media asset.
ACTION (8) FOR USERS: Given the query “politician”, find information about the annotated entities in
the media asset with title “1210110430615921021.mxf”. Figure 16 shows the results of this action, users
should find that the system is able to identify a number of entities defined as Politician in the domain
ontology and referred no canonical ways - like “Premier Cameron”. It is worth noticing that all those
entities are automatically annotated combining different feature extraction services (e.g. automatic
speech recognition plus semantic-based textual annotation).
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The system exploits the visualization of automatic machine translations to support users to understand
media assets in different languages to the one used in the query.
ACTION (9) FOR USERS: Find media asset with title “1210110430615921021.mxf” and activate the
translations. Figure 17 shows the result of this action.

Figure 16 – Details of entities found for a query containing a concept of the domain ontology

Figure 17 – Machine translation support for media assets
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Appendix 2

7.1 Exercise 2 - Efficient Use of Distributed Workflows for Media
Production
The basic goal of this exercise is to provide an insight into the methods for networked distributed
storage of assets and metadata in media production workflows, as developed in TOSCA-MP.
It is assumed there is a broadcaster having production facilities distributed over several sites. Each site
has its own repositories for asset and metadata where locally generated content is stored. To ensure
that staff working at any site has access to all content in the various local repositories, a special
framework has been developed in TOSCA-MP, named DRF (Distributed Repository Framework). The
DRF provides modules and application for realization of customized networked distributed repositories
for distributed media production workflows. Already existing external repositories can be integrated in
the DRF. Figure 18 shows an overview available repositories of a DRF configuration within the TOSCAMP Control&Config UI.

Figure 18 - The tab ”DRF Status” of the Control & Config UI contains status information on all
repository modules in the DRF
When compared to already existing solutions, the DRF no longer requires uploading content to a global
data cloud to share it. Rather, the content remains in the individual local repositories and a centrally
accessible unit provides the information about what content is stored in which local repository. In
addition, the central entity realizes the access from other locations to all content in the DRF.
Despite the existing network limitations of the TOSCA-MP demonstrator (no uniform company network
infrastructure), the following scenario provides an overview about some developed features.
Imagine, you are working on a news story and you are located in a regional site of a broadcaster. You
are looking for a video with a particular content and associated metadata, which you need for your work.
You know that colleagues from another location have worked on the content that you need. With help of
the DRF content viewer application, you check the content of the video and the types of the available
metadata. For that, a complete download of the video is not necessary. You watch the available streamable video file using the DRF web interface to be sure it is the content you are looking for (see Figure
19).
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Figure 19 - Content preview in the DRF interface
Let’s assume that the video includes exactly the content that you were looking for. Also the most of the
desired semantic or quality metadata, which you need for your work, are already available.
Unfortunately, the most important metadata-type is missing. To generate these subsequently, you use
the central Control & Config UI (see Figure 20) to setup the processing of this type of metadata with
help of the central metadata processing unit, named Metadata Production and Management Framework
(MPMF). In order to have a comfortable access to the processed data, you configure the processing so
that the metadata will be stored in your local repository.
This is a detailed description of what you will experiment during the exercise:
1. Explanation of the architecture of the DRF and its implemented features
2. Check the list of repositories of the DRF in your deployment using the Control&Config UI (see
Figure 18).
3. Search for already existing content in all connected locale repositories with help of the
administrative information provided by the DRF Main Module (see Figure 19)
4. Check quality of content in a local repository of a physically distant site
5. Apply additional analysis processing remotely – use sources from physically distant repositories
and use the own local repository as target
6. Make sure that the process is running, and monitor the successful completion of the process.
View the results of the analysis process using the AVDP viewer, make sure that the quality of the item is
suitable for use in a production.
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Appendix 3

8.1 Exercise 3 - Access and Update Rich Annotations for Archived
Assets
It is late 2004, and the Tsunami in the Indian Ocean hit the coast of several countries in this region. You
are working on a story for a news broadcast on this topic and there is an item coming in from a German
source on a video feed. You want to assess whether this item is relevant and part of that material could
be included in your story. Automatic information extraction tools can help you in this assessment, to
understand what the item is about (even if you do not understand German) and to get an overview of
the content.
You do not have the necessary information extraction tools at your local site, but only a computer with a
web browser. You upload the item from the feed to a distributed repository. You can trigger automatic
analysis for this item to generate appropriate metadata/annotations and monitor the completion of this
process. Then you can view the different analysis results to assess the relevance of the item. You can
modify/add some of the annotations for later use, e.g., to use part of the item in a longer news
magazine. To use the item later, you can use the search tool to find it again based on the annotations.
This is a detailed list of actions you may test during the exercise:
1. Check the list of repositories of the DRF in your deployment using the Control&Config
Application (see Figure 18).
2. Add the new item to your closest local repository of the Distributed Repository Framework
(DRF), using the DRF web interface (see Figure 19).
3. Check that you can find the item in the DRF.
4. In order to find out more about the item and create annotations automatically, apply the generic
analysis workflow to this new item.
5. Make sure that the analysis process is running, and monitor the successful completion of the
process (see Figure 20).
6. Check that the process has been completed.
7. View the results of the analysis process using the AVDP Viewer in order to see if this item is
suitable for use in the production (see Figure 21)
.
8. Open the annotation user interface, and perform further annotation of relevant persons in the
content
Go to the search interface (see Exercise 1), and try finding the item just added.

Figure 20 - Monitoring of process execution in the Control & Config GUI
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Figure 21 - Visualisation of analysis results in the AVDP viewer
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Appendix 4

9.1 Exercise 4 - Assisted Production of Sports Events
TOSCA-MP developed software tools that specifically perform automatic content analysis on broadcast
soccer content. In this exercise, you will be able use the metadata generated by some of those tools,
namely shot detection, camera view classification (i.e. automatically distinguishing shots from the main
camera from close-ups from other cameras, etc.) and event/highlight detection (goals, corners, goal
attempts). These tools run fully automatically, they do not rely on any human intervention and should aid
archivists and producers of sports content in their day-by-day work.
The software to be used for this exercise is basically a video player that has an event timeline which
supports users in finding relevant events (see Figure 22). Different types of events are highlighted in
different colours, e.g. goals are highlighted in red. Users can hover over the different segments of the
timeline to get a tooltip explaining the meaning of the different colours. By clicking on a segment in the
timeline, users can directly jump to the according scene.
Additionally, the result of player tracking and team clustering is displayed within the video. All detected
players are marked with coloured bounding boxes, where the colour denotes the team each player was
assigned. The number below each player identifies that player to show the results of the player tracking
algorithm.

Figure 22 - GUI of the Soccer Video Player
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In order to evaluate these tools, you are asked to select the most interesting scenes in the given soccer
match:
Imagine you are working on a summary of a specific football match for a news program using this
technology. These are the actions that you are asked to test during the exercise:
1. Browse around to make yourself familiar with navigation within the soccer video player.
2. Check the final result of the match.
3. Try to find all the goals in the match using the events highlighted with different colours in the
video timeline.
Try to find other interesting scenes that could be useful for creating a meaningful summary.
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